
 

 

Those Who Forget History 

Using Backstory to Enhance Your Novel 

Cynthia Owens 

Lesson Four – What Came Before 

How Prologues Can Reveal Backstory 

 

A long time ago I read a book entitled New Orleans Legacy, in which it explained the tradition of 

lagniappe. It was then I realized that that’s exactly how I see prologues—as a little extra gift to 

my readers. 

What is a prologue? 

Prologue: an introductory or preceding event or development. 

~ Merriam-Webster 

A prologue contains information that is vital to the story, but takes place at a different time than 

the main storyline—most commonly in the fictional’s past, though sometimes in the future. 

It’s also an excellent way to reveal backstory. 

As stated earlier, a prologue is usually an incident that happened in a fictional’s past that will 

have bearing on the current story. Because a prologue should be kept short, it usually focuses on 

one fictional and one pivotal scene. It contains information about the fictional that can’t be 

placed elsewhere in the story. It can also avoid an “information dump,” which can slow your 

pacing. 

Revealing backstory in your prologue 

A prologue must be essential to the rest of the story, or it will slow down your pacing and 

possibly cause the reader to put down your book. 

Let’s examine some prologue-writing tools and learn to create a killer prologue that will hook 

your reader from page 1! 

  



Reveal a fictional’s mission, goals, motivation and conflict 

Most prologues begin with an inciting incident, an event that will set the story in motion. The 

event commonly happens just prior to the beginning of the story. Think of it as opening a door 

into your main story. 

The inciting incident is usually something that happens to the fictional, rather than something he 

or she does. But not always. Your fictional may do—or not do—something that causes the 

inciting incident, and this may haunt him throughout the story and cause him to want to make 

amends. 

The incident needs to both upset the applecart and create questions for the reader. How and why 

did it happen, who will it affect once the story starts? And most importantly, it needs to make 

your reader wonder what happens next. 

Example: A woman who was mugged as a teenager and became a rape counsellor is attacked 

when leaving her office.  

Include vital information from a fictional’s past and how it will influence his future 

Sometimes you just can’t fit a fictional’s complete backstory into your story. Things that might 

have happened to them in the past will obviously affect their future. Your inciting incident could 

trigger old fears or angers or resentments that will affect the fictional throughout the story. 

Example: Your police officer fictional has an incredible amount of guilt for not saving his 

friend’s life in battle. A prologue may put his partner, wife or child in danger. 

Set the story’s conflict in motion 

Although a prologue usually takes place in a fictional’s past, whether distant or recent, it must 

have a bearing on the story as it moves forward. A traumatic experience in the prologue is made 

totally irrelevant if the main story doesn’t reflect it. 

Use in place of a flashback 

Flashbacks are great tools, but they can slow the pacing of the story and take the reader out of the 

“present.” The same is true of the “information dump.” Rather than reciting a litany of facts, put 

the information in the prologue. Action is much more memorable than “telling” the story. 

Reveal the defining moment 

What happened to your fictional that makes him who he is? Did he grow up an orphan on the 

streets of London, then inherit a title and was forced to attend a boarding school where he was 

abused? Did she discover she was adopted after her parents died? Did he discover his wife had 

an affair and his child was fathered by someone else? These are all defining moments that can 

easily be inserted into your prologue. 

The Do’s and Don’ts of Prologues 

Do foreshadow what’s to come. 



Don’t include your fictional’s entire backstory. 

Don’t “set the scene.” A little bit of setting is good, but don’t overdo it. 

Do “show.” Put your reader into the story. 

Don’t tell. See above. 

Do think of your prologue as a teaser of what’s to come. 

 

Assignment: Write a prologue that reveals your fictional’s backstory. 

 

 

 

 


